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Korea has exposed the fact that a tragic diplomatic and militar,y inadequacy exists and has crystallized the serious nature ot our present position. Americans are quite rightfully looking to Washington !or guidance and leadership.
leadership at this time will

bree~

either hysteria or complacency.

Lack of

Both can be avoid-

ed by a vigorous program of positive action of which the American public is made
aware.
\{e consider that the present military action in Korea cannot be deemed an

isolated event.
domination.

It is a manifestation of the Communist intent to achieve world

The free nations of the world, therefore, can expect a series of such

outbreaks at the several points of friction at which the free and Ooviet worlds come
into physical contact.

This conflict will not be resolved either quickly or easily,

and will require a large measure of sacrifice by all freedom-loving peoples. Given
adequate a,nd trustworthy lea.Qersbip, they will meet this challenge.
The responsibility is not alone the burden of the United
stances have necessitated iDDediate action by this country.

~tates.

Circum-

Leadership is in our

hands at this time. But, all free nations must be prepared to implement further the
decisions of the United Nations.

Each must, with vigor and determination, contribute

men and resources according to its ability.
The problem is two-fold.

The immediate objective is the successful re.pulse

of the communist aggression in Korea.
world.

The ultimate objective must be peace in a free

This goal can onl)" be achieved by military strength and a firm and consistent

policy both foreign and domestic.

Evident Communist aims for world domination make

this fact inescapable.
America's responsibility requires foresight and continuity of effort.
W.litary, industrial. and. civilian components must be integrated.

'

- 2 NECESSI'l'Y FOR SHARING THE BURDEN

Modern warfare requires the equal sharing of the burden of war by all
citizens.

The possibility of total war re.quires t,r.Lat plans be drawn now for the

utilization of all of the re30Ul'Ces of the nation.

It is essential that legislation

be enacted for an immediate and continuL1g inventory of these human and physical
resources.
The Congress should immediately draft and enact stand-by legislation providing in detail for the total mooilization of American manpower, industry and resources for the civilian and military defense of the nation.

Immediate legislation

should provide a military training program for all male citizens of military age41
Provision should be made for the full utilization of the services o! those not qualified for militar,y service4
LEGISLATION IMPERATIVE

Total mobilization requires an orderly and fair distribution of the
necessities of life, and an assured and steady flow of military equipment and
supplies.
Congress should immediately draft and enact stand-by legislation to
•

establish a system o£ price,

w~ge,

profit and rent controls, rationing o£ essential

commodities in short supply, allocations of critical raw materials and other essential
necessities.

Legislation in each case should be so drafted as to permit frequent

legislative review by the Congress and should contain termination dates in each delegation of authority.

The legislation should not become effective until passage of a

Resolution by the Congress.

The Congress should retain the right to "pull the

trigger" or unload the gun •

_________ _______
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______________
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Mr. Davis, Mr. Keating, and :Mr .. Lovre expressed reservations concerning this
recommendation. -~with this single exception, the full statement is unanimous ..

'

SPENDLJG

To the extent possible, the cost of our security program must be met
currently and not deferred to future years.

This action is dictated by our

responsiQilitt· to future generations and by the need to combat the forces of
inflation.
Recognizing that taxes today are at an abnormally high rate, first
emphasis must be

p~aced

upon a diversion of present non-defense spending to

meet defense needs• Spending for activities of government that in ordinary
times may be desirable must give way to the greater and immediate needs of
the national security.

This requires the elimination of all. spending not

essential to the basic civilian and defense requirements of the nation. New
legislative proposals both foreign and domestic which do not bear directly
upon the defense effort should not be instituted during the period of the
present emergency.
To avoid current deficits, taxes on income and profits must be immediately increased•
Preparation for total mobilization requires that Congress immediately
draft and enact tax legislation to provide against excessive profits and excessive ipcome.
MILITARY
Manpower and equipment mobilization programs for all branches of the
Armed Services must be vigorously pursued.
He deem it necessary to remind Defense officials that the Marine Corps
always has been and now is Ameri?a's most effective expeditionary police force.
Its maximum effective readiness must be llmaediately established and its integri ty and instant readiness maintained.
The importance of the reserve and National Guard components and individuals has been largely neglected in recent years.

In light of the historical

fact that our arms have depended for success upon the civilian in our fighting
forces, immediate emphasis must be placed upon the expansion, training, and
equippingof such units,

Efforts should be made to establish Reserve Officer

Training Corps programs at all oolleges and universities where not now existent.
An adequate number of American ships and shipyards should be kept

avai~

able to meet transportation requirements on short nptice.
Immediate mobilization · needs should not obscure or displace research
and

arman~nt

readiness programs,

Censorship should be immediately imposed on all troop and naval distr'
butions and movements.

'

-4SURPLUS

COl~ODITIES

The Federal Government holds great quantities of foodstuffs and other
agricultural products acquired through purchase under commodity price support
programs.

~benever

prices are rising

b~cause

of scarcity of such commodities1

the stocks of the government shotud be made available for stabilizing purposes
through normal distribution channels when and where needed.
CIVILH.U DEF:!:I.;SE

The cities, towns and villages of America today stand almost defenseless in the face . of the threat of atomic bombing.
sorely· neglectect. The

n~tter

Civilian defense has been

of legislation to accomplish the orderly and

rapid organization of the civilian defense system is of the most urgent necessity•

Immediate steps should be taken by the Congress to encourage and

assist vulnerable and strategic areas of the nation, to organize and place
in a constant state of readiness such civilian defense components as are considered essential to the safety and security of live and property.
cm.OOJNI SM

Communists should be required to register at once, and the government
authorized to place restrictions upon their movements.

Increased penalties

for sabotage and espionage should be immediately enacted into law.

It is

folly of the highest order to draft Americans for combat against communism
abroad, and at the same time to permit communists unlimited freedom of action
•

at home•
Legislation phould be enacted immediately by Congress which will insure
adequate public knowledge of communists and their activities.
LEGISLATIVE AUTEORITY
In order to carry out the recommendations contained herein the Congress
should remain in session during this critical period•

Legislation to meet

possible future requirements should be prepared so as to be immediately avail-

able. Congress must be kept constantly and fully informed on the progress of
our defense effort.

Constant surveillance should be maintained by the Congress

over authorizations and appropriations to insure that the legislative intent is
not disregarded nor defense funds again arbitrarily impounded.
PUBLIC CONFIDENCE
Administration of any program designed to facilitate the successful prosecution of the defense effort will require the services of men in whom the
peop~e

oftbe :nation have confidence, without r egard to considerations of part

san politicst Public confidence in officials at policY-making levels is esse
tial to cooperation in the

mobili~ation

effort.

Inept management, lack of fore-

sight, inadequate quantities of weapons of eff ective nature, ill-trained and

'

- 5poorly equipped troops thrown into combat against devastating odds 1 have coni>ined
to shake the confidence of the American people in the capab:i.lities of some
public officials now in office. These should be replaced by men of vision and
determination.
TilE SAClliiD THLiST

Unfortunately, individual liberty becomes the first casualty of mobilization.

It will avail us nothing i f we destroy dictatorships and totalitarian-

ism abroad, only to find that in the fight we have lost our awn sacred freedoma.
Power must be delegated into the hands of a few men and the habit of living in pcwer is a strong one.

When a little of the individual's liberty goes to

Washington it seldom finds its way home again. For that reason we recommend
checks and restrictions upon the exercise of authority to be delegated to the
President. So long as the Congress of the United

~tates

retains its own con-

stitutional pav1er the liberties of the American people cannot long be held
hostage.

It is only when the Congress abdicates its duties and responsibilities

that a real and terrifying danger comes into being.
The powers delegated for the defense effort must be considered a sacred
trust by those who receive them.

They must be exercised vdsely on an adminis-

trative plane above partisan politics for the welfare and safety of every
American. But "tihat is of primary importance is the fact that the essential
powers must be returned in that moment when the threat against our safety has
passed.
The American people are rightfully jealous of their libertiea, They will
hold responsible those to whom they entrust the most sacred oft heir personal
and civil rights.
John J. Allen, Jr., 7th Dist. California

Kenneth B. Keating, 40th Dist. N. Y.
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!l'h8 following statement was preparecl and released to the press
on JUl1 )0, 1950 by fifteen of the younger members of the Be:publican Part7
in the House of Bspresentatives. It is believed that several of the points
touched Upon in your recent letter to ~ office are covered in the subject
matter of this statement, a.zd th:1.t you will find additional points of interest also discussed. I should verr much appreciate comment from you
on the matters discussed in the statement, to the end that 'l1lJ' future
actions may be ~ided to some extent by the constructive comments of
voters at home.
The interest and concern that motivated your letter to me is very
much appreciated, and I sincere~ solicit your opinions and suggestions.

Sincerely yours,
GIBALD

a.

l'ORD, JR.,

M.C.

-----~-----------~--------~----~------

TEXT OJ' A JOINT STAT.ilMEUT ON THE CURRBllTT SITUATION mlLliiA.SED ON JULY ,30, 1950
:BY HOUSE ~;EMBTIRS .t\.LL1lN (CAL.) ; :BOGGS (DELAW.ABJG); :B!'lU{JCS (WISC.) ; COTTON
(N.H.); DAVIS (WISC,); FORD (MICH.); GUILL (TEX,); JACKSON (CALDI' .) ; KEATING
(N.Y.); LOVD (S.D.); MORTON (ltr.); NELSOl~ (MAIW!l); NIXON (CALIF.); lTORBLAD
( ORBl.) and POTTER (MICH.) •
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Korea has exposed the fact that a tragic diplomatic a.nd m11itar.r iDadequacy exists. It has crystallized the serious nature of our present position. &nerica.na are quite rightfully looking to \fashington for gu.idance
and leadership. Lack of leadership at this time will breed either hysteria
or complacency. Both can be avoided by a positive program of vigorous
action of which the .American people is made aware.
We consider that the present militarr action in Korea cannot be deemed
an isolated event. It is a manifestation of the Communist intent to achieve
world domination. The free nations of the world, therefore, can expect a
series of such outbreaks at the several points of friction at which the free
& nd Soviet worlds ComEt into peysical contact.
This conflict will not be
dissolved either quickly or easily, and will require a large measure of
sacrifice by all freedom-loving peoples. Given adequate and tru.stwortbT
leadership, they will meet this challenge.
The responsibility is not alone the burden of the United States. Circumstances have necessitated illlnediate action by this countr,y. Leadership
is in our hands at this time. But, all free nations must be prepared to
implement further the decisions of the United l1a.t1ons. Each must, with
vigor and determination, contribllte men and resources according to its

ability.
The l'roblem ia two-fold. The immediate obJective 11 the successtul
repulse of the Communist a&greasion in Xorea. The ultimate objective must
be peace in a free world. This goal can onl7 be achieved b7 militar.r strength
and a firm and consistent polie.y both foreign and domestic. Evident Communist
aims for world domiDation make this fact inescapable.

America's responsibilit7 requires foresight and oontiuuit7 of effort.
Mi11taz7, industrial, and civilian components must be integrated.
NecessitY For Sharing the

Eu~en

Modern wartare require a the equal sharing of the burden b7 all ci tizena.
The possibility of total war requires that plana be drawn now for the utilisation of all of the.resources of the nation. It is essential that legislation
be enacted for an immediate and continuing inventor;y of these human and
pbTsical resources.
The Congress should immediately draft and enact stand-by legislation
providing in detail for the total mobilization of American manpower, industr.r
and resources for the civilian and militar,y defense of the nation. Immediate
legislation should provide a militar,v training prog~ for all male citizens
of mUitar.r age. (See footnote 1). Provision should be made tor the :f'Ul.l
utilisatiotl. of ·the aerrioea of t.hoee uot ~iecl for .mWtar,v service.

'

..

...

-2Legislation I!Per.ative
Total mobilization requires an orderly and fair distribution of the
necessities of life, and an assured and. steady now of milita17 equipment
and supplies.
~!.~.!P-~<!.J:~~~~el;r__g~]-~J¥1JD@.gLU.P.d-bY lecislatioJL~
~t!lltablish ~..n-.Eem .ot..WQJ, wage. profit and reu.t_~W,L.._mtioning ot_
~~sential commoditiea in short supplY, a.lloca~iona of critical raw materials
and· other essenti.a l M_C_m~t~.~~~- Legislation in each case should be so
drafted as to permit frequent legislative review by the Congress and should
contain termination dates in each dele~tion of authority. The legislation
should not become effective until passage of a resolution by the · Congress.
The Congress should retain the right to "pull the trigger" or unload the gun.
Spending
To the extent possible, the cost of our security program must be met
currently and not deferred to future years. This action is iiotated by our
responsibility to future generations and by the need to combat the forces of
inflation.
Recognizing that taxes today are at an abnormally high rate, first
emphasis must be placed upon a diversion of present non-defense speild1ug to
meet defense needs. ~ending for activities of government that in ordinar,r
times may be desirable must give way to the greater and immediE"..te needs
of the national securityo ~is requires the elimination of all st>ending not
essential to the basic civilian and defense requirements of the nation•
New legislative proposals both forei£1:1 and domestic which d.o not 'bear di..
rectly upon the defense effort should not be instituted during the period
of the present emergency.
To avoid current deficits, taxes on income and profits must be immediately increased.
Preparation fo:r total mobilization requires that the Congress immediately draft and enact tax legislation to provide against excess profits
and excessive income.
Military
Manpower and equipment mobilization for all branches of the armed se!'vices must be vigorously pursued.
We deem it necessary to remind Defense officials that the Marine Corps
always has been and now is .America's most effective expeditiona.17 police
force. Its maximum effective readiness must be immediately established and
1 ts integrity and instant readiness maintained.
The importance of the Reserve and National Guard components and individuals has been largely neglected in recent years. In light of the historical fact that our arms have depended for success upon the civilian in
our fighting forces, immediate emphasis must be placed upon the expansion,
training and equipping of such units. Efforts should be made to establish
Reserve Officer Training Corps at all colleges and universities where not
now existent.
An adequate number of American ships and shipyards should be kept available to meet transponation requirements on short notice.
Immediate mobilization needs should not obscure or displace researCh
and armament readiness programs.
Censorship should be ilmnediately imposed on all troop and naval distributions and movements.
§u;Plus Commodities
The Federal Government holds great ~entities of foodstuffs and other
agriaultural products acquired through purchase under commodity price support.
programs. Whenever prices are rising because of a scarcity of such commodities,
the stocks of the government should be made available for stabilizing purposes
through normal distribution channels when and where needed.
Civil~

Defense

The cities, towns and villages of America t~ stand almost defenseless in the faoe of the threat of atomic bombing. Civil1an defense has been
sorely net$lected. '!he matter of legislation to accomplish the ·orderly and
rapid organization of the civilian defense s;yatam is of the most urgent
neceaaity.

-3Immediate steps shov~d be t~ken b~ the Oo~~ess to encourage and assist
vulner,able and s~re~egic ~r~a~ oi the nation, to organize and place in a
constant ctate o'f rM.d.~n~c~ ~uch c~.... ilie..n d e:tcnst> cor~r_ponents as are considered ess~ntial tv the re.fety e.ncl security of life and property.

Communists should be re~ired to register at once, and the government
authorized to place restrictions upon their movements. Increased penalties for
sabot~"'& and espionage should be immediately enacted into law.
It is folly
of the highest order to draft Americans for combat Bf11.1nst CoJDmWlism abroad,
and at the same time to permit comm'J.nis.t s unl1Jnited freedom of action at home.
Legislation should be enacted immediately by Congresa which will insure
ade~te public knowledge of Communists and their activities.
Legislative Authoritr
In order to carry out the recommenda.t ions contained herein the Congress
should remain in session during this critical period. Legislation to meet
possible future requirements should be prepared so as to be immediately avaUable. Congress mu.st be kept constantly and fully informed on the progress of
our defense effort. Constant surveillance should be maintained by the Congress
over authorizations and appropriations to insure the.t the legislative intent
is not disregarded nor defense funds again arbitrarily impounded.
pUblic Confidence
Administr-ation of any progr.am designed to facilitate the successful
prosecution of tl18 defense effort will re~ire the services of men in whom
the people of the n..<1.tion have confidence, without regard to considerations
of partisan politics. Public confidence in officials at policy-making levels
is essential to cooperation tn the mobilization effort. Inept management,
lack of foresight, inadequate quantities of weapons of effective nature,
poorly-eqUipped troops thrown into combat against devastating odds, have
combined to she.ke tl18 confidence of the American people in the capabilities
of some public officials now in office. These should be replaced b.1 men of
vision and determination.
The Sacred Trust
unfortunatelY, individual liberty becomes the first casualty of mobilization. It will avail us nothing if we destroy dictatorship and totalitarianism abroad, onl.7 to find that in the fight we have lost our own sacred
freedoms.
Power mu.st be delegated into the banda of a few men and the habit of
living in power is a strong one. When a little of the individual's liberty
goes to Washington it seldom finds its way home again. For that :;:oeason we
recommend checks and restrictions upon the exercise of authority to be
delegatei to the President. So long as the Congress of the united States
retab.s its own constitutional power the liberties of the American people
cannot long be held h')~ts.gee H is n~ when the Congress abdicates its
duties and responsibilities th~t a real and terrifying ~r comes into being.
The powers delega.'~ed fo-z· the defense effort IIJilst be considered a sacred
trust b.v those who recetve them. T.hey must be exercised wisely on an administrative plan above pa~tisan politics for the welfare and safety of ever,v
American. :But what is oi' prime.ry importance is the fact that the essential
powers mu.st be returned in tha.t moment when the threat against our lll.f'ety has
passed.
The American people are righ.t:f\1117 jen.lOilS of their liberties. They
will hold responsibla those to whom they entrust the most saered of their personal and civil rights.

--- -- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - ---- --- - - - - - - - - - - ~

FOOTNOTE 1: Mr. Davia, Mr. Ieating and Mr. Lovre expressed reservations
concerning this reco.1111Denda.tion. With this ain6].e exception. the full statement
is une.n.imo\u~. ··
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The :toUow1Dg statement was prepared and released to the press

on Ju17 30, 1950 by fifteen of the younger members ot the Bepublican Party
in the House of Representatives. It is believed that several of the points
touched upon in your recent letter to rrr:1 office e.re covered in the subject
matter of this statement, and t~~t you will find additional points of interest also discussed. I should very i:mch appreciate comment from you
on the matters discussed in the statement, to the end that rq future
actions may be guided to some extent by the constructive comments of
voters at home.
The interest and concern the..t motivated your letter to me is veey
much appreciated, and I sincerely solicit your opinions and suggestions.
Sincerely yours,
GEBALD R. J'ORD, JR.,

M.C.

!rUT aB' A JOINT STAm.Dlll~T ON THE CURmllTT SITUATION RELEASED ON JULY 30, 1950
BY HOUSE l JlMJ3.URS ALL1IlN (CAL.) ; BOGGS (DELAl'IAml); :BYRNES (WISC • ) ; COTTON
(N.H.); DAVIS (WISO.); FORD (MIOH.); GUILL ('SX.): JACKSON (C.ALIJ.); KEATING
(N.Y.); LOVHE (S.D.); MORTOli (lcr.); NELSON (MA.nm); NIXON (CALIF.); NORBLAD
(ORE.) and POTTER (MICH.).
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ltorea has exposed the fact that a tragic diplomatic and military inadequacy exists. It has crystallized the serious nature of our present position. .AJnericans are quite rightfully looking to \'i'ashington for guidance
and leadership. Lack of leadership a. t this time will breed either hysteria
or complacency. :Both can be avoided by a positive program of vigorous
action of which the .American people is made aware.
We consider that the present militar.y action in Korea cannot be deemed
an isolated event. It is a manifestation of the Communist intent ·to achieve
world domination. The free nations of the world, therefore, can expect a
series of such outbreaks at the several points of friction at which the free
& nd Soviet worlds come into physical contact.
This oonfiict will not be
dissolved either quickly ' or easily, and will require a large measure of
sacrifice by all freedom-loving peoples. Given adequate and trustwort~
leadership, they \'lill meet this challenge.
The responsibility is not alone the burden of the United States. Circumstances have necessitated immediate action by this country. Leadership

is in our hands at this time. :But, all free nations must be prepared to
implement further the decisions of the United Nations. Each must, with
vigor and determination, contribute men and resources according to its
ability.
The 1)roblem is two-fold. The immediate objective is the successful
repulse of the Communist aggression in ltorea. The ultimate objective must
be peace in a free world. This goal can onl.T be achieved by military strength
and a firm and consistent policy both foreign and domestic. Evident Communist
atms for world domination make this fact inescapable •

.Americats responsibility requires foresight and continuity of effort.
MUitary, industrial, and civilian components must be integrated.
Necessity For Sharing the Burden
Modern warfare requires the equal sharing of the burden by all citizens.
'!he possibility of total war requires thct plans be drawn now for the utilization of all of· the . resources of the nation. It is essential that legislation
be enacted for an immediate and continuing inventory of these human and
physical resources.

The Congress Should immediately draft and enact stand-by legislation
providing in detail for the total mobilization of American manpower, industry
and resources for the civilian and military defense of the nation. Immediate
legislation should provide a militar,y training progr-am for all mala citizens
of military a.ge. (See footnote l). Provision should be made for the f'U.l.l. ~ · fORo
utilisatiou of ·the aerPioes ot those ~ot qualified for militar,y service.
~~

'

..

Legislation ID!Perative
Total mobilization requires an orderly and fair distribution of the
necessities of life, and an e.ssured and steady' now of military equipment
and supplies ..
~;!!..~-~Olll.d_~~~~~t~. .£~1!-~~~~IUAM-bz leiis1ation to
@.~tablish t!_Q.Y.iJ;e~..i>~~i~.L.wage, prot1t_~_n_qLcontrus 1 ;mtioning o~
~~sential commodities ~ Qhort supply, allocations of critical raw materials
and other essenti.al A§C.~!j;-~-~~~- Legislation in each case should be so
drafted as to permit frequent legislative review by the Congress and should
contain termination dates in eaCh delegation of authority. The legislation
should not became effective until passage of a resolution ~ the Congress.
The Congress should retain the right to "pull the trigger" or unload the gun.
Spending

To the extent possible, the cost of our security program must be met
currently and not deferred to future years. This action is i:!.ctated by our
responsibility to future generations and by the need to combat the forces of
inflation.
Recognizing that taxes today are at an abnormally high rate, first
emphasis must be placed upon a divers:ton of present non-defense spending to
meet defense needs. Spending fo1• activities of govermnent that in ordinaey
times may be desirable must give way to the greater and immediC".te needs
of the national security., This requires the elimination of all spending not
essential to the basic civj.lian and defense requirements of the nation.
New legislative proposals both foreign and doLlestic which do not bear directly upon the defense effort should not be instituted during the period
of' the present emergency.
To avoid curz·ent deficits, taxes on income and profits must be immediately increased.
Preparation for total mobilization re~ires that the Congress immediately draft and enact tax legislation to provide against excess profits
~ excessive income.
Military
Manpower and equipment mobilization f'or all branches of the armed services must be vigorously pursued.
We deem it necessary to remind Defense officials that the Marine Corps
always has been and now is .Axnerica's most effective expeditionary police
force. Its maximnm effective readiness mu.st be immediately established and
1 ts integrity and instant readiness maintained.
The importance of the Reserve and National Qua.rd components and individuals has been largely neglected in recent years. In light of the historical fact that our arms have depended tor success upon the civilian in
our fighting forces, immediate emphasis must be placed upon the eXpansion,
training and equipping of such units. Efforts should be made to establish
Reserve Officer Tr.aining Corps at all colleges and universities where not
now existent.
An adequate number of American ships and shipyards should be kept available to meet transpomtion requirements on short notice.
Immediate mobilization needs should not obscure or displace researCh
and armament readiness programs.
Oenaorship should be immediate~ impoeecl on all troop and naval dietribu.tions and movements.
Su;Plus Commodities

'

The Federal Government holds great ~antities of foodstuffs and other
agricultural products acquired. through purchase under commodity price support
programs. Whenever prices are rising because of a scarcit;.r of' such commodities,
the stocks of the government should be made available for stabilising purposes
throu.sh nomal distribution channels when and where needed.
Civilian Defense
The cities, towns and villages of America today stand almost defensefoRa ,
less in the face of the threat of atomic bombiDg. Civilian defense has been c;:, ~·
<...,.
03
sorely neglected. 1be matter of legislation to accoDt;~lish the orderly and ....
·
rapid organization of the civilian defense s;.ratem ia of the most urpnt
\;...
necesaity.
·
'~
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Immediate steps Should be taken b~ the Cons~ess to encourage and assist
vulnerable and strategic area.>.1 oi the nation, to organize and place in a
constant eta.te l}f r&a.d.inuss such civilw. d e:tense compor.ents as are considered ess~ntia.l ~o the safety and security of life and property.
CoJIII"1UUlism
Co~xnists should be re~ired to reeister at once, and the government
authorized to place restrictions upon their movements. Increased penalties for
sabotat;e and espionage should be immedirt.tely enacted into law. It is foll7
of the highast order to draft Americans. for combat ~inst Communism abroad,
and at the same time to permit c~xnists unlimited freedom of action at home.
Legislation should be enacted immedie.tely b~ Cong:t"ess which will insure
adequate public knowledge of Communists and their activities.

Legislative Authoritz
In order to carr,y out the recommendations contained herein the Congress
should remain in session during this critical period. Legislation to meet
possible futuzoe requirements should be prepared EO e.s to be immediatel~ avaUable. Congress must be kept constantly and full~ info1med on the progress of
our defense efforto Constant surveillance sl10~ be ~intained by the Congress
over authorizations and appropriations to insure tbP.t the legislative intent
is not disregarded nor defense funds again arbitrarily impounded.
Public Confidence
Administration of any progr.am designed to facilitate the successfUl
prosecution of the defense effort will re~ire the services of men in whom
the people of the D..:"\tion have confidence, \'tithout regard to considerations
of partisan politics. Public confidence in officials at policy-making levels
is essential to cooperation 1n the mobilization effort. Inept management, .
lack of fo:t"esight, inadequate quantities of weapons of effective nature,
poorly-equipped troops thrown into combat against devastating odds, have
combined to shake the confidence of the .American people in the capabilities
of some public officials now in office. These should be replaced by men of
vision and deter.mination.
The Sacred Trust
Unfortunately. individual libe~ becomes the first caaualty of mobilization. It will avail us nothing if we destro~ dictatorship and totalitarianism abroad, only to find that in the fight '"e have lost our own sacred
freedoms.
Power must be delegated into the hands of a. few men and the habit of
living in power is a strong one. ~T.hen a little of the individual's liberty
goes to Washington it seldom finds its way home again. For that reason we
recommend checks and restrictions upon the eze~cise of authority to be
dele€;9-ted. to the Presil:!.9nt.., So long a.s the Cctll.;ress of the United States
retai::1s its own cone ti tntio118.l J?O\tTe:c the libertiQs of the American people
cannot long be held. h<n;tage., H i.s only when the Congress abdicates its
duties an.Ct responsibilities tb ,::~.t a real ani terrifying danger comeg into being.
~·he powers delegated fo;- the ·iefense effort must be considered a sacred
trust by 'lihose ,.,ho receive i;hem. They must be exercised wisely on an administrative plan above partisan politics for the welfare and sa.fet~ of ever.y
American. But what is of' pri.ma.r,y importe..nce is the fact that the essential
powers must be returned in that moment ''~hen the threat against our tll.fety has
passed.
The American peQple are rightfully jea..1.ous of their liberties. They
will hold responsibla those to whom they entrust the most eaered of their personal and civil ~lghts.
Mr. Davis, Mr. lteating and Mr. Lovre expressed reservations
concerning this reCOllll!lml4a.t1on.. With this ein6le exception, the full statement
is unc.nimo'u.~. ~.
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Korea has exposed the fact that a tragic diplomatic and militar.y inadequacy exists and has crystallized the serious nature of our present position. Americans are quite rightfully looking to Washington for guidance and leadership.
leadership at this time will breed either hysteria or complacency.

Lack of

Both can be avoid-

ed by a vigorous program of positive action of which the American public is made
aware.
\le consider that the present military action in Korea cannot be deemed an

isolated event.
domination.

It is a manifestation of the Communist intent to achieve world

The free nations of the world, therefore, can expect a series of such

outbreaks at the several points of friction at which the free and Soviet worlds come
into physical contact.

This conflict will not be resolved either quickly or easily,

and will require a large measure of sacrifice by all freedom-loving peoples.

Given

adequate and trustworthy leadership, they Will meet this challenge.
The responsibility is not alone the burden of the United States. Circumstances have necessitated iDmediate action by this country.
hands at this time.

Leadership is in our

But, all free nations must be prepared to implement further the

decisions of the United Nations.

Each must, with vigor and determination, contribute

men and resources according to its ability.
The problem is two-fold.

The immediate objective is the successful repulse

of the communist aggression in Korea.
world.

The ultimate objective must be peace in a free

This goal can only be achieved by military strength and a firm and consistent

policy both foreign and domestic.

Evident Communist aims tor world domination make

t.bis fact inescapable.
America's responsibility requires foresight and continuity of effort.
Military-, industrial. ancl civUian components must be integrated.

'
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NECESSITY FOR

-

Sl~NG

-THE BURDEN

Modern warfare requires the equal sharing of the burden of war by all
citizens.

The possibility of total

W!U'

requires that plans be drawn now for the

utilization of all of the re3ources of the nation.

It is essential that legislation

be enacted for an immediate and continu.iag invent.ory of these human and physical
resources.
The Congress should

immediate~

draft and enact stand-by legislation pro-

viding in detail for the total mobilization of American manpower, industry and resources for the civilian and military defense of the nation.

Immediate legislation

should provide a military training program for all male citizens of military age.l
Provision should be made for the full utilization of the services of those not qualified for military service,
LEGISLATION IMPERATIVE
Total mobilization requires an orderly and fair distribution of the
necessities of life, and an assured and steady flow of military equipment and
supplies.
Congress should immediately draft and enact stand-by legislation to
establish a s.ystem o£ price, wage, profit and rent controls, rationing of essential
commodities in short supply, allocations of critical raw materials and other essential
necessities.

Legislation in each case should be so drafted as to permit frequent

legislative review by the Congress and should contain termination dates in each delegation of

authority~

The legislation should not become effective until passage of a

Resolution by the Congress.

The Congress should retain the right to 11 pull the

trigger" or unload the gun ..

!/
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Davis, li:r •. Keating,. and Mr •. Lovre expressed reservations concerning this
recommendation. ~~i th this single exception, the full statement is unanimous,

Mr.

'

To the extent posslble, the

co~>t

of our security program must be met

currently and not deferred to future years.,

Th:i.s action is dictated by our

responsib:i.li t.t to future generations and by the need to combat the forces of
inflation.
Recognizing that taxes today are at an abnormally high rate, first
emphasis must be placed upon a diversion of present non-defense spending to
meet defense needs•

Spending for activities of government that in ordinary

times maybe desirable must give way to the greater and immediate needs of
the national security.

This requires the elimination of all spending not

essential to the basic civilian and defense requirements of the nation.

New

legislative proposals both foreign and domestic which do not bear directly
upon the defense effort should not be instituted during the period of the
present emergency.
To avoid current deficits, taxes on income and profits must be

i~ma-

diately increased.
Preparation for total mobilization requires that Congress immediately
draft and enact tax lef.,1.slation to provide agains-t. excessive profits and excessive income.
MILITARY

. ·-

Manpower and equipment mobilization programs for all branches of the
Armed Services must be vigorously pursued.
:Te deem it necessary to remind Defense officials that the Marine Corps

1

always has been and now is America's most effective expeditionary police force.
Its maximum effective readiness must be

i~~ediately

established and its integ-

rity and instant readiness maintained•
The importance of the reserve and National Guard components and indtviduals has been largely neglected in recent years.

In light of the historical

fact that our arms have depended for success upon the civilian in our fighting
forces, immediate emphasis must be placed upon the expansion, training, and
equippingof such units.

Efforts should be made to establish Reserve Officer

Training Corps programs at all oolleges and universities where not now existent.

An adequate number of American ships and shipyards should be kept available to meet transportation requirements on short notice•
Immediate mobilization· needs should not obscure or displace research
and armament readiness programs.
Censorship should be immediately imposed on all troop and naval distributions and movements.

-4SURPLUS

CO~.JviODITIES

The Federal GoverrllUent holds great quantities of foodstuffs and other
agricultural products acquired through purchase under commodity price support
programs. Hhenever prices are rising pecause of scarcity of such commodities,
the stocks of the government should be made available for stabilizing purposes
through normal distribution channels when and where needed.
CIVILH.N DEFEI:SE

The cities, tcwnns and villages of America today stand almost defenseless in the face of the threat of atomic bombing.
sorely neglected.

Civilian defense has been

The matter of legislation to accomplish the orderly and

rapid organization of the civilian defense system is of the most urgent nee-

.

essity.

Immediate steps should be taken by the Congress to encourage and

assist vulnerable and strategic areas of the nation, to organize and place
in a constant state of readiness such civilian defense components as are considered essential to the safety and security of live anQ property.
CO!:l.IDNISM
Communists should be required to register at once, and the government
authorized to place restrictions upon their movements.

Increased penalties

for sabotage and espionage should be immediately enacted into law.

It is

folly of the highest order to draft Americans for combat against communism
abroad, and at the same time to permit communists unlimited freedom of action

'

at home.
Legislation should be enacted immediately by Congress which will insure
adequate public knowledge of communists and their activities.

LEGISLATIVE AUTEORITY
In order to carry out the recommendations contained herein the Congress
should remain in session during this critical period•
possible future
able.

re~urements

Legislation to meet

should be prepared so as to be immediately avail-

Congress must be kept constantly and fully informed on the progress of

our defense effort.

Constant surveillance should be maintained by the Congress

over authorizations and appropriations to insure that the legislative intent is
not disregarded nor defense funds again arbitrarily impounded.
PUBLIC CONFIDE.NCE

Administration of any program designed to facilitate the successful prosecution of the defense effort will require the services of men in whom the
people oftha nation have confidence, without regard to considerations
san politics. Public confidence in officials at policy-making levels is ess
,.>~

tial to cooperation in the mobilization effort.

Inept management, lack of for

sight, inadequate quantities of weapons of effective nature, ill-trained and

-5poorly equipped troops thrown into combat against devastating odds, have combined
to shake tho confidence of the American people in the capab:i.li ties of some
public officials now in office.

These should be replaced by men of vision and

determination.
TilE 5AGJE..l T!ttST

Unfortunately, individual liberty becomes the first casualty of mobilization.

It will avail us nothing if we destroy dictatorships and totalitarian-

ism abroad, only to find that in the fight we have lost our own sacred

freedom~.

Power must be delegated into the hands of a few men and the habit of living in pew er is a strong one.

When a little of the individual's liberty goes to

Washington it seldom finds it,s way home again.

.!!"or that reason we recommend

checks and restrictions U?On the exercise of authority to be delegated to the
President.

So long as the

Congl~ess

of the United Bta:t es retains its own con-

stitutional power the liberties of the American people
hostage.

cannot long be held

It is only when the Congress abdicates its duties and responsibilities

that a real and terrifying danger comes into being.
The powers delegated for the defense effort must be considered a sacred
trust by those who receive them.

They must be exercised ·wisely on an adminis-

trative plane above partisan politics for the welfare and safety of every
American. But 'What is of prinary irr.portance is the fact that the essential
powers must be returned in that moment when the threat against our safety has
passed.

'
The American people are rightfully jealous of their liberties. They will

hold responsible those to rthom they entrust the most sacred of their personal
and civil rights.
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